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Abstract

A newly developed computational procedure is presented for the generation of d-Li source neutrons in Monte Carlo

transport calculations based on the use of evaluated double-differential dþ 6;7Li cross section data. A new code

McDeLicious was developed as an extension to MCNP4C to enable neutronics design calculations for the d-Li based

IFMIF neutron source making use of the evaluated deuteron data files. The McDeLicious code was checked against

available experimental data and calculation results of McDeLi and MCNPX, both of which use built-in analytical

models for the Li(d, xn) reaction. It is shown that McDeLicious along with newly evaluated dþ 6;7Li data is superior in

predicting the characteristics of the d-Li neutron source. As this approach makes use of tabulated Li(d, xn) cross

sections, the accuracy of the IFMIF d-Li neutron source term can be steadily improved with more advanced and

validated data.

� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The International Fusion Materials Irradiation Fa-

cility (IFMIF) [1] is an accelerator-based d-Li neutron

source with the capability to produce neutrons at suffi-

cient energy, intensity and irradiation volume to test

samples of candidate materials up to a full lifetime of

anticipated use in fusion energy reactors. The accuracy

of the assessed induced radiation effects will be affected

to a large extent by the quality of the predictions of

spectral and angular neutron yield.

To enable neutronics calculations for IFMIF, the

Monte Carlo code McDeLi has been previously devel-

oped [2]. It simulates the configuration of dual beams

incident on the lithium target surface, the direction of

each beam and the spatial intensity/current distribution

to meet the requirements of the IFMIF project. The

deuteron slowing down process in the lithium is de-

scribed according to the well known empirical model

of Ziegler et al. [3]. The neutron production via the

Li(d, xn) reaction considers two competing reaction

mechanisms: deuteron stripping and deuteron absorp-

tion followed by the formation of a compound nucleus

with subsequent neutron emission. Free parameters of

these models have been determined from fits to the an-

gular–energy distributions of neutron yields from thick

lithium targets, measured at 32 and 40 MeV incident

deuteron energies. The subroutines simulating the deu-

teron beam configuration, the slowing down in the

lithium and the Li(d, xn) reaction cross sections were

linked to MCNP4B [4] to enable neutron transport

calculations for the IFMIF test modules. More recently,

the McDeLi code has been intensively tested against

available experimental data for the full deuteron energy

range from 5 to 50 MeV [5]. This test has shown that

McDeLi fails to reproduce the data for deuteron ener-

gies below 30 MeV (break down at energies below 15

MeV) and the high energy part of the neutron spectrum

above 40 MeV as well. In the deuteron energy range
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32–40 MeV, for which McDeLi was especially devel-

oped, the simplified Li(d, xn) reaction cross section

modelling makes it difficult to further improve the

quantitative agreement with the experimental data.

The Monte Carlo code MCNPX is a major extension

to MCNP with the capability to simulate neutron and

charged particle transport up to energies of a few GeV.

The presently available version 2.1.5 [6] is not yet ca-

pable of using cross sections from evaluated data li-

braries for charged particles. Instead, it uses various

nuclear models, which originally were developed for the

intermediate and high energy physics domain. For rel-

atively low incident energies (<150 MeV) and light tar-
get nuclei MCNPX assumes, as default, the ISABEL

intranuclear cascade model. From the methodological

point of view MCNPX 2.1.5 resembles the McDeLi

code: both use built-in analytical models for the d-Li

interaction. It is questionable, however, if the ISABEL

model is able to predict the d-Li neutron source char-

acteristics with sufficient accuracy as compared to

McDeLi which was developed and fitted for this par-

ticular reaction and energy range. Nevertheless it is

certainly reasonable to start testing MCNPX, since fu-

ture extensions of the code are reported to be capable of

using evaluated charged particle data libraries.

2. McDeLicious methodological approach

Drawbacks of the McDeLi approach can be over-

come if the simplified semi-empirical model for the

Li(d, xn) reaction is replaced by a complete and detailed

description of the deuteron interactions with the lithium.

This can be accomplished by the use of tabulated data

from evaluated data files. Recently a newly evaluated

d-Li data library [7] has been developed under a col-

laboration of INPE (Obninsk) and FZK (Karlsruhe).

Diffraction theory and a modified cascade evaporation

model have been applied for calculating the cross sec-

tions and the angle–energy distributions of the reaction

products for deuteron energies up to 50 MeV. It turns

out that over this energy range, a variety of reaction

channels are open for the deuterons interacting with the

lithium nuclei. In the INPE evaluation, all channels re-

sulting in the emission of a specific kind of particles are

summarized in cumulative particle yields, i.e. there are

available in the file production cross sections such as

(d, xn), (d, xc), (d, xa), etc. For IFMIF neutronics cal-
culations the emission of neutrons and c-rays is of pri-
mary importance since the other particles are short

ranged and will be stopped in the lithium target.

To take full advantage of the tabulated dþ 6;7Li

data, a special routine was developed to read and pro-

cess the cross sections from the files. As a preparatory

step, the ENDF-6 formatted data were processed with

the ACER module of the NJOY-99 code [8] into the

ACE format suitable for a Monte Carlo sampling

scheme. The sampling procedure is as follows. The

deuteron track length is sampled, taking into account

the total d-Li interaction cross sections read from the

file; then for the given deuteron energy the interaction

probability with either of the 6Li and 7Li nuclides is

calculated according to their macroscopic cross sections.

Eventually the energy and angle of the generated neu-

tron and photon are sampled. This information together

with the coordinates of the d-Li collision site inside the

lithium target cell is further used for the transport cal-

culations of the neutrons and photons. To enable full

neutronics calculations for the IFMIF neutron source,

this procedure has been integrated in the McDeLi code

by replacing its d-Li reaction cross section and deuteron

slowing down modules. The full package was then

compiled with the MCNP4C routines [9], resulting in the

advanced McDeLicious code which is capable of using

evaluated data files for the neutron and photon gener-

ation through d-Li reactions.

It is worthwhile to note that an evaluation of neutron

induced cross sections for the interaction with the lith-

ium nuclides was provided by INPE too [7]. By making

use of these data evaluations, it is possible to assess the

neutron multiple scattering effect in the lithium target

itself as well as the yield of secondary c-rays due to the
Li(n, xc) reactions.
To check the data processing and sampling scheme of

the dþ 6;7Li data by NJOY and McDeLicious, neutron

and photon energy–angular distributions were calcu-

lated for a thin target consisting of either of the two

lithium isotopes. The spectra for the particular deuteron

energy were then converted to double-differential cross

sections and compared with those derived directly from

the ENDF formatted INPE file without any processing.

Good agreement was found, validating thus the proce-

dure applied with McDeLicious.

3. Comparison of McDeLicious, McDeLi and MCNPX

results with experimental data

There have been a few independent measurements of

neutron yield spectra from the deuteron bombardment

of thick lithium targets [10–19]. To simulate these ex-

periments we used a model adapted to a typical experi-

mental configuration: a parallel mono-energetic beam of

1 cm diameter, a lithium target 4 cm in diameter and 4

cm thick, and a neutron detector recording the flux at

500 cm distance from the target. The problem of mul-

tiple neutron scattering effects on the target materials

(lithium) was investigated by means of calculations with

the newly developed McDeLicious code and n-Li data

from INPE evaluations. It was shown that the neutron–

lithium collisions inside the target resulting in neutron

absorptions amount to 10–15% of the neutron flux and
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should be therefore taken into account when comparing

with experimental results.

Fig. 1 compares the experimental total and forward

neutron yields with the McDeLi, McDeLicious and

MCNPX calculations as a function of deuteron energy.

Note that the experimental data were measured using

different energy thresholds ranging from 0.3 to 3.5 MeV.

Therefore, the related calculations were performed with

a neutron energy threshold of 2 MeV. One can conclude

that McDeLicious with the evaluated d-Li data from

INPE predicts the energy dependent neutron yield better

than McDeLi or MCNPX do. It is also seen that

McDeLi is not capable of reproducing the experimental

data below 20 MeV, whereas MCNPX underestimates

the neutron yield by factor of 2.

The angular distributions of the emitted neutrons are

shown in Fig. 2 for incident deuteron energies 15–40

MeV. For the deuteron energy 40 MeV, the three ap-

proaches considered in this work give results close to

each other, which compare favourably to the experi-

mental data. The MCNPX results, however, reveal a

somewhat weaker anisotropy in the forward hemisphere,

which is important for the IFMIF application. With

decreasing incident deuteron energy the calculated

spectra deviate more and more from each other and also

disagree with the experimental results. At 15 MeV deu-

teron energy, only McDeLicious provides fairly good

agreement with the measured data.

Double differential data – spectral neutron yields at

different emission angles – are presented in Figs. 3 and 4

for the two deuteron energies 32 and 40 MeV. These

figures again show that McDeLicious agrees better with

experimental results than McDeLi and MCNPX, in

particular. It is also revealed that a further essential

improvement with the INPE data was achieved in the

high energy part of the spectra (En > 30–40 MeV). These
neutrons, produced in the exothermic 7Li(d, n)8Be re-

action (Q ¼ 15 MeV), were not taken into account in the
McDeLi approach. The yield of these high energy neu-

trons is relatively small (�0.5%), but they have signifi-
cant importance for the activation and shielding

behaviour.

The principal new possibility, which the updated

code McDeLicious has opened, is the assessment of the

c-ray yield produced in the Li target. There are two
physical processes which produce photons in the lithium

Fig. 1. Total (upper) and forward direction (bottom) neutron

yields from thick lithium target versus bombarding deuteron

energy. Symbols – experimental results [10–19], solid curves –

McDeLicious, dashed – McDeLi, dotted – MCNPX.

Fig. 2. Angular distribution of neutron yield from thick Li-

target at different deuteron energies. Symbols – experimental

results [14,16,18], solid curves – McDeLicious, dashed –

McDeLi, dotted – MCNPX.
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target: first, the primary reaction Li(d, xc), and, second,
neutron induced secondary reactions such as the in-

elastic scattering of source neutrons on lithium nuclei,

i.e. the Li(n, xc) reaction. Both of these production paths

were analysed by means of McDeLicious calculations

using the evaluated INPE data for dþ 6;7Li and

nþ 6;7Li. The contribution of the neutron induced c-ray
production depends on the size and mass of the lithium

Fig. 3. Neutron energy spectra at different emission angles and deuteron energy 32 MeV. Symbols – experiment [18], solid curves –

McDeLicious, dashed – McDeLi, dotted – MCNPX.

Fig. 4. Neutron energy spectra at different emission angles and deuteron energy 40 MeV. Symbols – experiment [19], solid curve –

McDeLicious, dashed – McDeLi, dotted – MCNPX.
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target. For the Li target of the size mentioned above

(cylinder£ 4� 4 cm, Li density 0.51 g/cm3), it amounts
to �8% of the deuteron induced c-ray yield, which, in
turn, is one order of magnitude less than the total neu-

tron yield. The photon energy spectra, depicted in Fig. 5,

show that most of the c-rays have energies below 5

MeV. Nevertheless, c-rays with very high energies (10–
50 MeV) are also produced in both deuteron and neu-

tron capture reactions on the target nuclei. Although the

fraction of such photons is relatively small (10�4) they

will result in nuclear transmutation and atomic dis-

placement reactions in the IFMIF test modules, since

their energies exceed the photo-nuclear reaction thresh-

olds.

4. Conclusion

The advanced Monte Carlo code McDeLicious has

been developed for enabling neutronics calculations for

the d-Li based IFMIF neutron source, by making use of

evaluated double-differential dþ 6;7Li cross section data.

The comparison of calculated results with available

measured data from thick lithium target deuteron ex-

periments has shown that McDeLicious predicts the

neutron yield spectra better than McDeLi or MCNPX

do, both of which use built-in analytical models for the

Li(d, xn) reaction cross section. The code McDeLicious

is also capable of describing the photon production in

the lithium target. With the new McDeLicious approach,

further improvements of the d-Li neutron source term

can be easily accomplished as soon as updated and

validated d-Li data become available.
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